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The emission of electrons from diamond in vacuum occurs readily as a result of the negative
electron affinity of the hydrogenated surface due to features with nanoscale dimensions, which can
concentrate electric fields high enough to induce electron emission from them. Electrons can be
emitted as a result of an applied electric field (field emission) with possible uses in displays or
cold-cathode devices. Alternatively, electrons can be emitted simply by heating the diamond in
vacuum to temperatures as low as 350  C (thermionic emission), and this may find applications in
solar energy generation or energy harvesting devices. Electron emission studies usually use doped
polycrystalline diamond films deposited onto Si or metallic substrates by chemical vapor
deposition, and these films have a rough, faceted morphology on the micron or nanometer scale.
Electron emission is often improved by patterning the diamond surface into sharp points or
needles, the idea being that the field lines concentrate at the points lowering the barrier for electron
emission. However, there is little direct evidence that electrons are emitted from these sharp tips.
The few reports in the literature that have studied the emission sites suggested that emission came
from the grain boundaries and not the protruding regions. We now present direct observation of the
emission sites over a large area of polycrystalline diamond using tunneling atomic force
microscopy. We confirm that the emission current comes mostly from the grain boundaries,
which is consistent with a model for emission in which the non-diamond phase is the source of
electrons with a threshold that is determined by the surrounding hydrogenated diamond surface.
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4875059]
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Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond films are
excellent materials for use as electron field emitters due
to their low or negative electron affinity (NEA), which
lowers the effective barrier that electrons need to overcome to escape from the surface into vacuum.1 Moreover,
diamond has excellent mechanical and chemical properties, including high hardness, high thermal conductivity,
and compatibility with silicon fabrication processes, that
make it a potential candidate for a range of vacuum
microelectronic devices, such as high-power switches,
electron sources for microwave (MW) tubes, large-area
electron guns for high-definition television, and highspeed, high-power amplifiers, and integrated circuits.2
Recently, it was reported that by putting a thin CVD diamond coating onto vertically aligned carbon nanotube
(CNT) “teepee” structures, the lifetime of field emission
devices could be greatly extended such that these structures might be used as field emitter arrays in commercial
flat-panel displays.3
Despite this, the mechanism for electron emission from
diamond remains somewhat controversial. Field emission
follows the Fowler-Nordheim equation (1) for electron emission via quantum mechanical tunneling through a potential
barrier4
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where J is the emission current density in A lm2,
b ¼ 6.83  103 eV3/2 V lm1, A ¼ 1.56  106 A V2 eV, E
is the applied electric field in V lm1, and / is the work
function of the material in eV. The field enhancement factor,
b, is usually interpreted as a geometrical effect due to sharp
points or edges which concentrate the electric field. Many
workers have gone to considerable effort to process diamond
into cones, needles or sharpened structures in order to
increase the b value and thereby improve the emission efficiency.1 However, values for b measured from diamond and
other carbon surfaces are often several 1000 or more, which
are much larger than the theoretical values of 10–100 typically possible by consideration of geometrical effects alone.
Furthermore, field emission studies using CNTs have shown
that short, stubby CNTs5 or even exceptionally short CNTs6
emit electrons much better than longer ones, again, in violation of conventional ideas.
As a result, a number of other explanations have been
proposed for the observed field enhancement. Geis and coworkers7 suggested that the field enhancement occurs at the
metal-diamond-vacuum triple junction where the diamond
film, substrate and vacuum meet. Electrons tunnel from the
substrate into diamond surface states, where they are accelerated to energies sufficient to be ejected into vacuum, usually
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traveling up through grain boundaries or up the sides of diamond grains. However, this mechanism does not explain
enhanced field emission from very thick diamond films
where the field at the base of the film is very small, or from
freestanding diamond films where there is no substrate.
It is known that a hydrogenated diamond surface is necessary to obtain high electron yields,8 but electron emission
also correlates with the number and density of grain boundaries containing non-diamond sp2 carbon.9 To account for
this, Cui and co-workers10 devised a model in which the lowering of the emission threshold is due to a reduction of the
electron affinity of the diamond surface surrounding graphitic structures on the surface, such as grain boundaries. In
this case, electron emission takes place from the graphitic
phase, whereas the emission barrier is controlled by the surrounding diamond matrix. Robertson11 and Ilie et al.12 proposed a similar model to explain enhanced field emission
from other forms of carbon films, including flat, smooth diamondlike carbon. Some experimental evidence supports
these models. Field emission was shown to be enhanced
when a diamond surface was covered with patches of nanoscale graphitic impurities,13 and undoped polycrystalline diamond particles deposited on a Si surface exhibited electron
emission at relatively low turn-on fields (0.8–2.0 V lm1),
whereas no emission was observed from their singlecrystalline counterparts. Miyamoto and co-workers14 showed
that electron dynamics strongly affects the emission efficiency depending on the potential profile at the surface. It
was recently demonstrated that ultrananocrystalline diamond
(UNCD) films on a flat surface with appropriate amount of
nitrogen incorporated in grain boundaries also exhibit low
threshold electric fields, indicating that atomic-scale grain
boundaries may concentrate electric fields as efficiently or
even more so than sharp features.15 Circumstantial evidence
that electron emission arises from grain boundaries was provided by May and co-workers16 who deliberately used excessive bias to burn out the emission sites in polycrystalline
diamond films. Investigation of the damage sites showed
ring-like craters surrounding grains, suggesting that the grain
boundary, not the grain or the tip of the grain, had been
eroded due to passage of excessive current. Direct evidence,
however, for grain boundary emission has proven elusive.
One technique, field electron emission microscopy (FEEM),
has been developed which can collect the field-emitted electrons and image them enabling their origin to be determined.
However, FEEM has proven difficult to implement on
diamond, and results have been inconclusive. Garguilo and
co-workers17 used FEEM to study the emitting sites from
nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) films and found that the
emission originated from localized regions smaller than
100 nm in size. The authors concluded that along with grain
boundary emission there must be some additional unexplained emission mechanisms at work.
Arguably, the most convincing direct evidence to date
comes from three reports which describe the use of scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) to map simultaneously the field
emission intensity and morphology of diamond films.
Karabutov and co-workers18 used STM to study a microcrystalline diamond film and showed that emission sites were not
associated with sharp tips, but instead with the valleys
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between grains. However, due to the difficult nature of the
experiment, data for only one sample at 400  400 nm resolution was presented. Sankaran and co-workers19 used a similar high resolution STM technique on Cu-doped UNCD
films, and also showed that the grain boundaries were preferred emission sites. They reported that I-V emission characteristics were much superior from the grain boundaries
compared to those from the grains. However, these studies
were limited to Cu-doped UNCD, so extrapolating the findings to other, less defective forms of diamond, might not be
appropriate. One of the first, and most detailed, studies in
this area was performed by Krauss and co-workers in
2001,20 who used a metal-coated atomic force microscopy
(AFM) tip in contact with the surface of a UNCD-coated Si
micro-emitter to measure the film topography, and then
applied electric fields while using the AFM tip as an STM to
measure the electron emission at different locations. This
work revealed that the electron emission was related to minima or inflection points in the surface topography, and not to
surface asperities. These authors concluded that the grain
boundaries provided a conducting path from the substrate to
the surface, and enhanced both the local electric field via internal structures rather than surface topography, and the local
density of states within the bulk diamond band gap.
Advances in STM and AFM over the past few years
have seen the development of this conducting-AFM/STM
combination into a highly sensitive technique called tunneling atomic force microscopy21 (TUNA—the acronym is the
official designation for this process by the equipment manufacturers, Bruker). This allows a tunneling current to be
obtained from a sharpened tip attached to a cantilever, while
simultaneously the tip traverses across the sample surface
tracking height and morphological information. Whilst
standard STM requires sample surfaces to be smooth on the
nanometer scale, the physical tracking of topography in
TUNA means that samples with a surface r.m.s. roughness
of several microns can be investigated over scan areas up to
hundreds of square microns. This allows a wider picture of
the overall morphology to be obtained. Physical tracking
also means that, unlike the constant-current mode of STM,
the height data collected via deflection of the cantilever
beam avoids possible artefacts introduced by variations in
the conductivity of the sample surface. Another major
advantage of TUNA is that it has very high current sensitivity with a current measurement range up to 120 pA with a
noise level of 50 fA, which is particularly useful for the electrical characterisation of low-conductivity samples at high
lateral resolution. It must be emphasized that TUNA is not
the same as conducting AFM, where the tip remains in contact with the sample for all measurements. In TUNA, to
obtain field emission currents, as opposed to just surface conductivity, the topography is first scanned in contact mode but
then the tip is withdrawn from the surface a distance of
1 nm using a sensitive feedback system known as
PeakForce control, and then the surface is rescanned again
maintaining this constant tip height.
Three types of diamond film were investigated with
varying surface morphologies. They were all deposited in a
CVD reactor using methane/hydrogen gas mixtures but
under different process conditions leading to polycrystalline
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diamond films with different grain sizes. The films consisted
of (i) microcrystalline diamond (MCD) faceted crystallites
of size 1 lm, (ii) NCD-400 rounded crystallites of size
400 nm, and (iii) NCD-30, rounded crystallites of size
10–50 nm (averaging 30 nm).
A first set of diamond films was grown using a 1 cm2 Si
(100) substrate that had been pre-seeded by spraying it with
a suspension of 5–10 nm nanodiamond in methanol.
Deposition occurred at 20 torr in a hot filament reactor using
standard CVD conditions.22 The gas mixture used was 1%
CH4 in H2 for MCD, 4% CH4 in H2 for NCD-400, and 1%
CH4 þ 1% H2 in Ar for NCD-30. The rhenium filament
(2400 K) was placed 3 mm above the surface of the heated
substrate (900  C). Film thicknesses were 4 lm, 4.5 lm,
and 1.5 lm, respectively, for MCD, NCD-400, and NCD-30.
A second set of diamond films was grown on a 1 cm2
polished aluminium nitride substrate which was pre-seeded,
as above. CVD occurred in a 1 kW MW plasma reactor for
1 h with process conditions (H2%, CH4%, Ar%, N2%, pressure in torr): MCD (88.5, 4.5, 7, 0, 125); NCD-400 (92.75,
6.5, 0, 0.75, 110); and NCD-30 (9.9, 0.6, 89.5, 0, 170), leading to films of thickness 0.45, 0.35, and 0.4 lm (all
60.05 lm), respectively. Due to AlN’s smooth polished surface and its thermal expansion mismatch with diamond,
upon cooling after CVD the diamond film delaminated from
the substrate as a freestanding sheet which could be manipulated with tweezers.
A third set of diamond films was grown in a hot filament
reactor with conditions identical to those for the first set,
given above, except with 10 000 ppm diborane gas added to
the gas mixture. These boron-doped diamond films had boron concentrations 3  1020 cm3 (based on previously
calibrated SIMS measurements) and exhibited metallic
conductivity.
TUNA was performed utilising a Bruker Multi-mode V
AFM in ambient conditions in both contact mode for topology and using PeakForce control for field emission measurements at a tip height of 1 nm. The bases of the
diamond films were attached to a steel disc using conductive silver paint (G3790 Agar Scientific) for the purpose of
creating a bias between the sample and the AFM tip. The
conductivity of the cantilevers was provided by a 20 nm
platinum-iridium coating to the front and backside of the lever, giving a nominal tip radius of 20 nm (SCM-PIC;
Bruker, California, USA). Precautions were taken to ensure
that both the roughness and hardness of the diamond samples did not cause excess wear to the tip and risk damage to
the conducting Pt-Ir layer. First, low force regimes were
maintained, not exceeding 3 nN, to reduce the effect of normal forces. Maintaining low tip velocities between 125 nm
s1 and 2.5 lm s1 enabled the feedback control to maintain a stable scan regime, reliably tracking the larger topographic features of the sample. In addition, very low bias
potentials between the tip and sample were used, typically
in the range of a few hundred mV, to keep current flow
below 200 pA, thus avoiding melting of the tip’s conductive
coating. After data collection, the cantilever tip was
checked via SEM and a tip calibration grid and showed
negligible wear, with the tip radius remaining in the region
of 20 nm.
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In order to confirm that the measured tunneling current
was a true reflection of the emission properties of the surface
and not simply an artefact of surface topology, a number of
tests were performed. Scans were repeated in four different
directions to check that the data from each scan were all in
good agreement. This confirmed that the additional emission
observed on the sides of grains measured at the base of a valley was not due to tracking errors. To check for tip convolution effects, the relative aspect ratio of the tip and those of
the surface features were measured in a high resolution
SEM. The back and front sides of the tetrahedral cantilever
tip displayed angles between 15 and 25 to the normal,
respectively. The highest average aspect ratio of the samples
was for MCD, with values 40 from the normal to the sample plane. The ratio of these values means that the 20 nm tip
penetrated between grains down to the grain boundary as
close as the tip radius allowed. Comparison to SEM images
confirmed that the topographic data collected was not convoluted by the tip shape, because the grains displayed a pronounced 4-sided pyramid structure regardless of the
tetrahedral tip. Nevertheless, a greater tip interaction area
was presented to the sample within the valleys which could
result in an increased current flow. Upon increasing the bias
potential between the tip and the sample, the intensity of current measured from the valleys increased as expected.
However, no new current was detected from the peaks of the
grains as the voltage increased, indicating that the contrast
between very strong current measured in the valleys and the
lack of strong current at the grain peaks was not a geometric
effect of the tip, but an innate difference in the emission
properties of the grain peaks and the grain boundaries.
TUNA data from these three types of film can be seen in
Fig. 1. It is clear that as the number of crystallites and grain
boundaries increases, so do the number and density of emission sites, consistent with previous reports.9
In the 3D isometric images shown in Fig. 2, it is clear
that there is an enhancement of the emission current from
the valleys between the crystals where the grain boundaries
reside, and not from the protruding edges or tips.
The measurements were repeated using freestanding
MCD and NCD-400, and the results again showed that the
tunneling currents were greatest at the grain boundaries. The
fact that this set of films had no substrate effectively rules
out Geis’ triple-junction model7 for field emission in these
samples.
The TUNA image from the B-doped MCD film is shown
in Fig. 3. Again, the grain boundaries show the enhanced
tunneling current, but now the emission region extends for a
few 100 nm either side of the grain boundary. This is also
consistent with Cui and co-workers’ model10 for field emission in that the conducting surface will allow the reduced
work function near the grain boundaries to spread out.
Care needs to be taken in interpreting these results as
the field emission processes in TUNA are not identical to
those in standard field emission experiments, or in direct
measurements such as those using FEEM.17 In TUNA, the
tunneling is direct, i.e., from the surface through a 1 nm air
gap into the tip and is therefore strongly dependent upon the
tip-sample separation, whereas in standard field emission the
tunneling is from the surface into the vacuum and is
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FIG. 3. 3D projection of the TUNA topographic data for a B-doped MCD
film with the tunneling current superimposed (sample bias 0.1 V). The scale
is 3.2 lm  3.2 lm  0.8 lm.

FIG. 1. 10 lm  10 lm TUNA images of freestanding films of: (a) MCD
(sample bias 0.1 V), (b) NCD-400 (sample bias 1 V), and (c) NCD-30 (sample bias 4.5 V). The left-hand image shows the surface topography measured
using the AFM tip. The right-hand image shows the tunneling current from
the same region with the color scale for the tip current after it was withdrawn a distance of 1 nm.

dependent upon the local field strength and not the tipsample distance—although this effectively sets the local field
strength. Nevertheless, we propose that the two mechanisms
are sufficiently similar that the TUNA measurements are

representative of the preferred field emission sites in diamond—although we accept opinions may differ on this
point.
In conclusion, this study has provided direct evidence
that electron field emission from diamond films originates
preferentially from the grain boundaries in undoped and ptype polycrystalline diamond films with grain sizes down to
10 nm. This is consistent with the model for electron field
emission based on lowering of the emission threshold due to
a reduction of the electron affinity of the diamond surface
surrounding graphitic structures on the surface and confirms
the initial findings of previous groups.18–20 Work is currently
underway to determine if field emission from n-type (phosphorus- or nitrogen-doped) diamond films behaves in the
same way. Nevertheless, we suggest that it may be advantageous to design diamond field emission devices using finegrained diamond, such as NCD or UNCD, and the expense
and fabrication problems of patterning the diamond into
sharp tips or needles may be unnecessary. This finding may
be of benefit to studies of thermionic emission also, since the
thermionic emission current depends strongly upon the local
surface work function, which can be affected by the presence
of grain boundaries. Modifying the TUNA system to enable
the study of hot substrates (up to 500  C) might be an interesting suggestion.
The authors wish to thank the UK Commonwealth
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FIG. 2. 3D projections of the TUNA topographic data for a freestanding
MCD film with the tunneling current superimposed. The sample potentials
used and current scale are the same as in Fig. 1(a). (a) MCD: 10 lm  10 lm
image  0.89 lm, (b) MCD: 3.2 lm  3.2 lm  0.7 lm, and (c) MCD:
0.2 lm  0.2 lm  0.12 lm.
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